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Desert Plants 
A journal devoted to broadening knowledge of plants indigenous 
or adapted to arid and sub-arid regions and to encouraging the 
appreciation of these plants. 

From the Editor. .. This issue of Desert Plants continues the tra
dition of publishing a variety of studies pertaining to desert 
plants. "Patterns of Desert Plants", authored by two mathema
ticians and a biologist, presents a unique approach to view
ing desert plants. I invite the reader to challenge himself with 
this manuscript. Learn what spiral phyllotaxis is and how it 
complies to the Fibonacci sequence. Even if the mathematical 
equations are not your usual fare, reading this manuscript will 
convince you that Mother Nature is indeed a mathematician. 

Patti Baynham recently joined the staff at Boyce Thompson Ar
boretum. Her contribution on threats to sky island communi
ties is both timely and informative. Many have heard the term 
sky islands but don't know much about them. This is your op
portunity to learn more. I look forward to future contributions 
as she settles in at the Arboretum. 

I just returned from another great trip to Scandinavia where I 
met with NordGen (Nordic Genetics) colleagues who work on 
the Global Seed Vault in Svalbard. We are pursuing collabora
tive work between NordGen and DELEP. Hopefully there will 
be more to report in the next issue of Desert Plants. 

Speaking of traveling, Boyce Thompson Director Mark Sieg
warth and DELEP plant scientist Matt Johnson are off to China 
as this goes to press. I look forward to publishing manuscrips 
on their adventures in future Desert Plants. 

Flower stands on every street, one thing I love about European 
cities. I posed with this glorious collection outside a grocery store 
in Oslo, Norway (N. Unklesbay) 
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Zen and the Art of Plant Communities 

Mark Siegwarth 
Boyce Thompson Arboretum 
37615 E Highway 60 
Superior, AZ 
msiegwar@cals.arizona.edu 

Creating naturalistic landscapes representative of the world's 
deserts has become one of the defining features of Boyce 
Thompson Arboretum. There are many principles of horticulture 
and landscape design: leveraging the location, color palette, effects 
of the sun and shading, soil, temperature range and desired water 
use. As you can see from the following pictures, the Arboretum 
uses all these principles but adds a few more. It is these additional 
principles that I believe differentiate a good garden from a great 
one, much the same way one distinguishes a good painting from a 
great paining. Designing a landscape is an act of creation and one 
that requires time and the elements to be partners in its creation. A 
truly great garden touches the heart and soul as well as the mind. 

The first principle is the establishment of a plant community. 
It can be a small area, such as this example of a mesquite tree 
sheltering an Echinopsis tersheckii and Stetsonia coryne (p.4) or a 
large area, such as the Australian shrubby woodland (p.5). What is 
important is that the plants located together are the same ones that 
would occur together naturally, preferably in a similar distribution 
and landscape in an attempt to show their interdependence and 
interaction. 

The second principle is that each garden or exhibit tells a story. 
This may seem fairly simple in that just explaining the exhibit 
is in itself an educational story. That sets the bar rather low 
for defining a great garden. Having an Echinopsis pasacana 
near the Echinopsis tersheckii (cover) allows one to develop 
the story about this cousin of the E. tersheckii which has spines 
adapted to the higher altitude where it grows. The groupings of 
Echinocereus triglochidiatus var. arizonicus allows a discussion 
of rare, threatened and endangered plants and conservation efforts 
aimed at preserving them. Another question is why growing a vast 
amount of this species at the Arboretum's 2,400 feet altitude is 
akin to introducing an invasive species, since its range is generally 
above 4,000 feet in altitude. 

Color palette (M. Siegwarth) 
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"Mr. Big" Eucalyptus camaldulensis (M. Siegwarth) 

Echinopsis tersheckii and Stetsonia coryne (M. Siegwarth) 

Eucalyptus campaspe (M. Siegwarth) 

Echinocereus triglochidiatus var. arizonicus (M. Siegwarth) Eucalyptus salubris and Bill Benson (M. Siegwarth) 
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Not all stories need to be so scholarly. Visitors are just as impressed 
with the fact that Mr. Big, Eucalyptus camaldulensis, was planted 
in 1926 as they are with its size. A step was constructed so visitors 
could hug our Eucalyptus campaspe and their love of its smooth 
bark spawned the planting of Eucalyptus salubris in the Australian 
area, another story of man and plant interaction. The fact that I 
personally know Bill Benson, the man who made the step and 
who planted most of the Pistacia chinensis on the grounds usually 
interests visitors even more. 

The next principle I would like to discuss is allowing the visitor to 
be surrounded by the area. In larger areas, such as the Australian 
Shrubby Woodland Area or the Riparian Area, this is fairly easy to 
do. Much like walking into a painting, the visitor is transported to 
another place. However, a large area is not required to achieve this 
effect as demonstrated by the Brachychiton rupestris Area. The 
book "Zen and the Art of Motorcycle Maintenance" by Robert 
M. Pirsig explains the importance of becoming an integral part 
of the landscape as he compares people in automobiles looking at 
the landscape to watching television, versus the motocyclist being 
in the landscape. The more we keep people outside these plant 
communities looking in, the more we will become museums or 
even worse, PowerPoint presentations, something else to see and 
not be part of. 

This idea of Zen can be expanded upon from "Zen Mind, Beginner's 
Mind" by Shunryu Suzuki. Many people come to the Arboretum 
for peace, solitude and reflection. In the Introduction by Richard 
Baker, "Zen Mind is one of those enigmatic phrases used by Zen 
Teachers to make you notice yourself, to go beyond words and 
wonder what your own mind and being are." He goes on to say 
"The mind of the beginner is empty, free of the habits of the expert, 
ready to accept, to doubt and open to all the possibilities. It is the 
kind of mind which can see things as they are." The Arboretum is 

Pistacia chinensis (M. Siegwarth) 

in constant change, a flower can be closed in the morning and open 
a few hours later. One can almost watch the bell curve as the hues 
intensify and then diminish over days or weeks. As one visits the 
Arboretum each time with a beginner's mind, a new world opens 
up and frequently a deep emotional connection or friendship as 
well. When I give tours, I no longer take people to see certain 
things. I merely take them out into the Arboretum and with an 
open mind look to see what is new; I am never disappointed. My 
visitors are always astounded when I mention that this iris was not 
blooming yesterday and this is the first bloom of the season. 

Another example is when I first take people to the Brachychiton 
rupestris Area, they have no idea what to expect. As I show them 
the eight trees we have planted, I see them consider that this is 
what Australia must look like. When I point to the 30+ year old 
B. rupestris behind a bush, I begin to see their minds work again. 

Australian shrubby woodland (M. Siegwarth) 
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Riparian Area (M. Siegwarth) 

Desert Plants 

They imagine what the place will look like 30 years from now and 
that maybe they need to change what they first thought Australia 
might look like. Then I see the questions begin to form. Will they 
be alive then, will their grandchildren visit, if they bring their 
grandchildren to visit a month from now will it be different, will the 
smells or textures change, will annuals sprout to cover the ground 
with the color of purple or green? They have entered an area with 
a beginner's mind and have become part of the landscape. This 
is how we instill an appreciation of plants in people; this is our 
mission and what makes the Arboretum such a special place. 

The final principle I would like to discuss is the idea of layering. 
Too often people go to places where everything they need to 
know is laid out for them and when they leave, they can say with 
confidence, I have done that. The plant communities that have 
been created at the Arboretum have many different levels of 
understanding. Much like a great novel or painting, if you care to, 
you can go deeper and deeper into their meaning. The Arboretum 
is like that, pretty on the surface, but so much more beautiful if 
you take the time to understand it fully. As a final note, I am still 
learning more about its beauty every day and do not foresee an end 
to my journey, nor do I hope there is one. 

Brachychiton rupestris (M. Siegwarth) 
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Patterns on Desert Plants 
Alan C. Newell, Department of Mathematics, The University of 
Arizona, Tucson, Arizona, anewell@math.arizona.edu 

Patrick D. Shipman, Department of Mathematics, Colorado State 
University, Fort Collins, Colorado, shipman@math.colostate.edu 

Todd J. Cooke, Department of Cell Biology and Molecular Ge
netics, University of Maryland, College Park, Maryland 
tjcooke@umd.edu 

Abstract 
The patterns seen in both the phyllotaxis and surface mor
phologies in the vicinity of the shoot apical meristems of plants 
are discussed. We begin with many pictures and a narrative 
descriptive of both the universal and anomalous features of 
desert and other plants. We then briefly outline explanations 
and open challenges. Although many of the special features of 
phyllotaxis have been known for over four centuries, only now 
are mechanistic explanations beginning to emerge. 

Descriptive Narrative 
Consider the collage of desert plants, a pine cone, and sunflow
ers in Fig. 1 and throughout this article. These plant structures 
display obvious arrangements of their parts, which arise from the 
activity of the plant growth center called the shoot apical meri
stem (SAM). We observe patterns both in the positioning of the 
phylla (the areolae (short shoots bearing spines) on cacti, ovulifer
ous scales on pine cones, flowers and fruitlets (colloquially called 
seeds) on sunflowers) as well as in the morphology of the plant 
surface. Also note that the pattern exhibited by the cactus of Fig. 2 
can be described in two ways. On the one hand, there is the tiling 
ofthe plant surface into irregular hexagons, as marked by the black 
lines in Fig. 2 (b,d). On the other hand, the plant's areoles are ar
ranged in three families of spirals as marked by white lines in Fig. 
2 (b,d)- families of five (three) spirals emanate (counter) clock
wise from the plant center and intersect a family of eight(= 3+5) 
purely radial "spirals." These two descriptions of the pattern are, 
in fact, dual to each other: each areole lies in the center of a hex
agonal region (in fact, at a local maximum of the surface) and at 
the intersection of three spirals, whereas any spiral is transverse to 
opposite sides of hexagons. This first example demonstrates what 
is commonly referred to as "spiral phyllotaxis" - phylla (leaves, 
or bracts of a pine cone, florets of a flower, or, as in this example, 
areolae on a cactus) are arranged (taxis) in spirals. The numbers 
(3,5,8) of spirals in this example are consecutive members of the 
regular Fibonacci sequence (1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8 ... ). One forms the 
regular Fibonacci sequence by starting with the initial term (1,1) 
and then applying the simple algorithm of finding the next member 
m.+1 of the sequence by adding the previous two (m .+1 = m._1 + m.). 
The prevalence of regular Fibonacci numbers in splral phyllota~is 
has long been noted. The first recorded observation is due to Jo
hannes Kepler. An example of Fibonacci-spiral phyllotaxis with 
families of 8 counterclockwise and 13 clockwise spirals appears in 
Fig. 3. According to the data of (11, 20) (which does not include 
cacti), 92% of plants with spiral phyllotaxis exhibit the Fibonacci 
sequence. In the other cases, Fibonacci-like sequences, employing 
different initial terms but the same generating algorithm, such as 
the double Fibonacci sequence (2,2,4,6, 10 . . . ) or the Lucas se
quence (1, 3, 4, 7, 11. .. ) appear. 

You can test your spiral-counting ability on the plants shown in 
Fig. 1. Try the sunflower! If you perform this exercise and count 
the numbers of spirals in cacti that you see on desert walks, you 
might come to question the stated ubiquity of the regular Fibonacci 
sequence. Indeed, although the regular Fibonacci sequence does 
appear on cacti, it is not hard to find cacti with spiral phyllotaxis 
belonging to many other Fibonacci-like sequences. In this article, 
we describe how unusual features of cacti and desert plants led us 
to study phyllotactic patterns on plants, how phyllotactic patterns 
are related to other patterns in nature, and how the phyllotaxis of 
cacti might inform the study of how these patterns form. 

First, we describe the other common class of phyllotactic pat
terns. One observes hexagons also on the cactus of Fig. 4, a larger 
specimen of the same species as the cactus of Fig. 4. Dual to this 
hexagonal tiling, there are also families of spirals - in this case,. 
a family of six clockwise spirals and a family of six counterclock
wise spirals intersect at the areoles of the plant with a family of 
twelve (= 6+6) purely radial spirals. This results in an arrange
ment of areoles which places groups of six areoles equally spaced 
about a circle centered at the plant tip. Each whorl of six areoles 
is shifted circumferentially from neighboring whorls by an angle 
of x/6 . This example thus demonstrates what is referred to as an 
alternating whorl pattern. We will call it an alternating 6-whorl. 
The most commonly observed whorl pattern in nature is the decus
sate pattern seen in the succulent and cactus of Fig. 5; notice pairs 
(2-whorls) of phylla alternating in angle. AnN-whorl will have 
N phylla at the same radius as measured from the SAM center. A 
regular Fibonacci spiral pattern will only have one at certain radii. 

Although both of the plants in Fig. 5 follow decusate phyllotaxis, 
ridges dominate on the cactus of Fig. 5(b ), whereas the phylla of 
the succulent of Fig. 5(a) dominate as individual entities. This as
pect of plant patterns - that similar phyllotactic arrangements as
sociate with very different surface morphologies - has been large
ly ignored in studies of phyllotaxis, although Williams points to 
this in a set of beautiful drawings of plant meristems [ 45]. But, it is 
impossible to study the patterns on (desert) plants without noticing 
a variety of surface morphologies ranging from those dominated 
by ridges, to hexagonal planforms, to other tilings. In Fig. 6(a) 
one sees the radial ridges on a pumpkin; in this example, there 
are no phylla to be arranged along the ridges. In fact, there are no 
equivalents to phylla visible on pumpkins. The underlying reason 
for their patterns is still open. The saguaro cactus of Fig. 6(b) is 
also strongly ribbed; in this case, however, areoles are arranged 
along the ridges in (if there are an even number of ridges) an alter
nating whorl pattern. Ridges are also dominant in the cacti ofFig.6 
( c,d); in these cases, there are Fibonacci numbers of ridges and the 
areoles are arranged in families of Fibonacci numbers of spirals. 
The figure concludes with more examples of hexagonal planforms 
on plants- on a pine cone (Fig. 6(e), a cactus (Fig. 6(f)) and on 
the trunk of an elephant tree (Fig. 6(g)). Ridges and hexagons are 
often observed on different examples of the same species, as in the 
totem pole cactus of Fig. 7 or on the same plant as in Fig. 8. There 
are also other polygonal patterns seen on plants; for example, al
though hexagons are seen on the cactus of Fig. 9(a), it is rhombi 
that are seen on the cactus of the same species in Fig. 9(b ). Fig. 10 
gives a summary of a range of tiling morphologies. 
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{a) (b) 

(c) 

Figure 2. An irregular-hexagonal tiling and Fibonacci spirals on a cactus of the genus Matucana. 

Figure 3. Fibonacci spirals on a pinecone. 
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(a) (c) 

(b) (d 

Figure 4. An irregular-hexagonal tiling and 6-whorl phyllotactics on a cactus of the genus Matucana. 

(b) 

Figure 5. The decussate (alternating 2-whorl) phyllotactic pattern. Phylla form in opposite pairs that alternate in at right angles to each 
other. 

Often, different regions of a single plant show different patterns, 
and the different configurations are mediated by defects. In Fig. 
11, dislocations (where a ridge ends or forks) separate regions with 
different numbers of ridges around saguaro cacti (the number of 
ribs increases moving towards the top). Dislocations are also seen 
in the Arizona Barrel cactus of Fig. 12 which is making a transi
tion from a pattern with 13 ribs to one with 7 more ribs (one more 
new rib will appear later, making for a total of 8 new ribs!). Look 
at the saguaro or the barrel cactus. The number of ribs separated 
by the dislocation defect always increases away from the plant 
shoot. Why? The number of ribs is determined by the number of 
"unstable wavelengths" which can fit around the annulus at which 
they are generated. The radius of this annulus increases as the plant 
grows so that there are always more ribs near the top (near the 
shoot apical meristem) than the bottom. Look at the sunflower in 
Fig. 1(c). On the outside the spiral families contain 55 and 34 spi-

rals, respectively, and the seeds fall in a rhombic pattern. On the 
inside, the families have 34 and 21 spirals, and again the pattern of 
seeds is more or less rhombic. In the transition zone, observe that 
the pattern undergoes a transition from 55/34 rhombi to the 34/21 
rhombi with hexagonal structures. 

Explanations 
The questions which have challenged scientists since the time of 
Kepler are: Why do the phylla of plants tend to be arranged in 
spiral and whorl patterns? 
In spiral arrangements, why are Fibonacci numbers so ubiquitous? 
Considering the huge advances which have been made in the natu
ral sciences over the past two hundred years, it is rather astonish
ing that answers to these, and deeper questions have only begun 
to emerge in the last decade or so. The deeper questions include: 
What is the mechanism behind the formation of primordia? 
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(a) (c) (e) 

(d) 

Figure 6. (a) Pumpkins do not have phylla, but they do have ridges. (b) Saguaro cacti have ridges, but also areoles arranged along the 
ridges. ( c,d) These cacti have Fibonacci numbers of ridges and areoles arranged along the ridges. Hexagons are apparent on this (e) 
pinecone, (f) elephant tree trunk, and (g) succulent. 

Figure 7. Totem pole cacti showing (a) no deformation from a spherical shape, (b) ridges, and (c) hexagons. 

(a) (c) 

Figure 8. Ridges and hexagons on (a) totem pole cactus, (b) organ pipe cactus, and (c) a cactus of the genus Matacana. 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 9. (a) Hexagons and (b) rhombi on these Sulcorebutia rauschii cacti. 

Figure 10. Prototypical (a) ridge, (b) hexagonal, (c) rhombic, and (d) offset-rhombic planforms. 
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\\~II 
(a (b) 

(c (e) 

Figure 11. Dislocations in plant patterns. Ridges end or fork, forming dislocations. 

Figure 12. Dislocations on an Arizona barrel cactus. 



Patterns 
Why do cacti often seem to grow in spurts, and what mechanisms 
would turn off and on growth? 

And the question that has motivated much of our study of plant 
patterns is: 
What determines the choice of planform ranging from ridges to 
hexagons to rhombi? In particular, why is it that, particularly on 
desert plants, the surface deformations are often dominated by dis
tinct ridge-line structures (such as those on saguaro cacti and bar
rel cacti), even as the areoles also lie on spirals? We give a possible 
explanation later in this article. 

Explanations for plant patterns have focused on the questions of 
the reasons for the prevalence of the Fibonacci sequences and the 
mechanisms behind primordium foundation. They fall into two 
categories. The first category we label descriptive and teleological; 
the second we call mechanistic. Hofmeister [18] and then Snow 
and Snow [ 40] were among the first to seek a prescriptive means 
for the positioning of phylla near the shoot apical meristem. Based 
largely on observations and empirical evidence, their efforts gave 
rise to the hypotheses that new primordia are initiated in the first 
available space (Hofmeister) or the place where there is least influ
ence from existing primordial (Snow and Snow). Their rules were 
recast in algorithms which appealed to the idea that new phylla 
form in the "most open space" available and were supported by 
experiments using repelling ferromagnetic droplets (Douady and 
Couder [7]) and by looking for minimum energy configurations 
of vortices in superconducting materials (Levitov [26]. They gave 
rise to the teleological notion (X is so in order that the outcome Y 
is achieved) that somehow the plant has an inbuilt algorithm to po
sition the phylla for some maximal advantage. But such arguments 
only beg the next question. 

How does the plant actually know what to do? Algorithms which 
express many of these ideas have been turned into simulations and 
are reflected in the works of van Iterson [44], Douady and Couder, 
and Levitov and most recently of Atela, Gole and Hotton [1]. In
deed, the algorithm based on the Hofmeister rules leads naturally to 
phylla sets displaying Fibonacci spirals and to many of the intrigu
ing self-similar properties which are observed. The rules of Snow 
and Snow were slightly less rigid than those of Hofmeister and al
lowed for whorl as well as spiral patterns. The phyllotactic patterns 
on ridge-dominated cacti are unusual, however, in that on close 
examination one finds that they do not quite obey the "most open 
space" rule. Indeed, many cacti undergo transitions from N-whorls 
to (N, N+1, 2N+1) spirals, and then to (N+1)-whorls (that is, for 
example, from the deccusate pattern/2-whorls to a (2,3,5)-spiral 
pattern, to 3-whorls). At the spiral stage, the Hofmeister rule is 
violated. Cacti actually construct their whorls in a very different 
fashion from other plants with whorls of three of more equiva
lent independent primordia, such as the horsetail Equisteum or the 
aquatic angiosperms. In these plants, the transition between adja
cent whorls with different numbers of primordia are direct without 
any intervening spiral transitions Bierhorst [3] and McCully eta!. 
[27]. The situation is different in whorl-mimics that split their pri
mordia to form multiple primordial or recruit other leaf parts such 
as stipules to form leaf-like structures Kelly and Cooke [22]. The 
ability of the cacti to switch back-and-forth between whorls and 
spiral give them the potential to become very informative experi
mental systems for studying phyllotactic mechanisms. 
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Mechanistic (efficient) explanations, on the other hand, attempt to 
answer the question of how it is that the observed patterns are gen
erated, namely, which biochemical and physical processes are the 
means through which the observed morphologies actually emerge 
and lead to the observed pattern formations. It is this approach that 
we have followed in our explanation attempts, and it has also been 
the preferred viewpoint of recent work by the groups ofKuhlemei
er [10, 32, 33, 39] and Meyerowitz [21, 16, 14] on how transport 
of the growth hormone auxin can lead to phyllotactic patterns, as 
well as earlier work of Green and colleagues [12, 41, 8, 17] who 
proposed a biophysical mechanism for the formation of primordia, 
whereby compressive stresses due to growth lead to a buckling of 
the tunica (the outer layer of the plant). Before briefly describing 
this approach, we remark on a fascinating result which we have 
recently reported: The two approaches lead to outcomes which are 
strikingly similar (Shipmand et al. [38]), at least for arrangement 
of primordia in spiral phyllotaxis. In other words, the mathematics 
which captures the tunica buckling and auxin-driven mechanistic 
models leads to the prediction of auxin concentration and surface 
deformation fields whose maxima closely mirror the set of phylla 
positions dictated by the algorithms of most open space. Indeed, as 
d' Arcy Thompson noted in his celebrated masterpiece On Growth 
and Form (Thompson [ 42]), "like warp and woof, mechanism and 
teleology are interwoven together." 

The mechanism-based explanation is motivated by the ubiquitous 
appearance of regular patterns in both nature and laboratories. For 
example, stripes with very similar features are observed on sand 
dunes, on fingerprints, on animal coats, and on fish skins (Boyle 
[ 19]). Both stripe and hexagonal planforms are seen in experiments 
on fluid convection, on compressed elastic sheets, in the mixing 
of chemical morphogens, on counter-propagating light beams, in 
geological formations, as granular cells on the surface of the sun, 
and in nanoscale structures produced by bombarding silicon sur
faces by ions. Such patterns arise as instabilities when systems 
undergo some kind of external stress, such as the negative tem
perature gradient in a layer of fluid heated from below. At a certain 
threshold value of this stress, the uniform state becomes unstable, 
and certain shapes and configurations are preferentially amplified. 
As they grow, they compete via interactions induced by the non
linear terms in the equations which model the principal processes 
involved, and certain planforms win out. These are the patterns 
which are observed. They are universal in the sense that they de
pend only weakly on the details of the mechanisms involved in 
producing them. All patterns arising in systems with the symme
tries of planar geometries (translation and rotation) display similar 
features. They consist of patches of the same planform, such as 
stripes with a preferred crest-to-crest length or, if the system has a 
broken up-down symmetry so that quadratic nonlinearities are im
portant, superpositions thereof, which, with 120° relative angular 
orientations between the stripe directions, are hexagons. 

Patterns on plants also arise from instabilities driven by a combi
nation of the destabilization of uniform auxin concentrations and 
of the compressed annular generative region in the neighborhood 
of the plants SAM, as schematized in Fig. 13. The very center of 
the SAM (the tip of the plant shoot, Region 1 in Fig. 13) is a stem
cell region characterized by relatively low cell activity and divi
sion, but primordia appear in the generative region (Region 2) and 
continue to differentiate into mature organs (phylla) in Region 3. 
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In the growing shoot, some cells are displaced from the central re
gion into the generative region where the cells in certain locations 
will initiate new leaf primordial forming spirals or whorls. The for
mation of leaf primordia consumes most of the generative region, 
which must be restored by displaced cells of the central region be
fore the next cycle of leaf initiation. This so-called plastochronic 
change is essential to understanding the formation of phyllotactic 
patterns and distinguishes plant patterns from the other patterns we 
have discussed. In our model, we think of repeated regeneration of 
the generative region as an annulus-by-annulus generation process 
with the preferred pattern advancing as a front into a region in 
which certain instabilities are about to become manifest. An es
sential parameter diagrammed in Fig. 13 is the average radius R 
of the annular generative region. As a plant increases in size, R 
increases as well. There is also a second scenario (what we call 
the "sunflower scenario"), in which the oral primordia first form 
at the outer edge of the disk-like inflorescence meristem, and the 
generative zone and the pattern of initiating primordia propagates 
inwards. In this case, R decreases as the pattern progresses. In the 
first (respectively, second) scenario, the spiral families with the 
lowest (respectively, highest) Fibonacci numbers appear on the 
outside. 

Figure 13. A schematic of the SAM, showing the annular genera
tive region of active primordium generation (region 2) between a 
less active region at the center of the SAM (region 1) and a region 
of cell differentiation of no new primordium (region 3). We de
note the average radius of the generative region by R. 

The key point that we emphasize again and again about plant pat
terns is that they are laid down, not all at once as in most of the 
examples with planar geometry, but rather in repeated cycles of 
leaf initiation that are coordinated with repeated restoration cycles 
of the generative region. As the pattern is formed, the radius R 
of the generative region may change. The size of the primorida 
relative to the size of the central region, the duration of the plas
tochron (the time between the initiation of successive primordia), 
and the phyllotactic order may also change (Kelly & Cooke [22]). 
Although for simplicity we will refer in the following to changes 
in R, the important parameter is a ratio of R to the length scale of 
the pattern (distance between primordia). The pattern length scale 
may be most easily measured by the plastochrone ratio, which is 
the ratio from the apex to the second youngest primordium over 
the radius to the youngest primordium (Williams [ 45]). 

Because of this way in which patterns are formed, the choice 
amongst all possible outcomes in any given generative annulus is 
heavily influenced by the pattern which has just been previously 
laid down in the neighboring annulus. Bias is not an unknown 
process in development. Cell differentiation turns stem cells into 
differentiated ones. It is this bias feature which allows Fibonacci
spiral patterns to be the preferred planform over the hexagonal 
lattices which are seen in most pattern-forming systems with pla
nar geometries and broken up-down symmetries. Think of a land
scape (physicists would call this a free-energy landscape) with lots 
of hollows (minima), some deeper than others, and place a ball 
(the starting position of the pattern) near one of the minima, as 
in Fig. 14. It will not necessarily roll into the deepest minimum, 
but rather into the local minimum in whose basin of attraction it 
initially lies. As the radius R of the generative annulus gradually 
changes, the energy landscape slowly evolves, and the minima 
move. If the change is slow enough, the pattern at the previous 
minimum will "roll" into the nearby minimum hole to which the 
previous minimum has evolved. What we find is that, as the radius 
R of the generative annulus changes, there is a continuous locus 
of new minima and, on this locus, the pattern will climb whatever 
Fibonacci-like sequence of spiral families it started on. Only in 
certain special circumstances will the ball (the pattern) roll into the 
deepest minimum, which, we have shown in [36], corresponds to 
a whorl pattern. Likewise, it takes a special perturbation to have 
the ball (the pattern) transfer from one Fibonacci sequence such 
as 2,3,5,8,13 ... ) to another such as 3,2,5,7,12 ... ). The reason is 
connected with the facts that (a) the loci of minima for each Fibo
nacci sequence changes continuously as R changes, (b) the loci of 
"whorl" minima do not change continuously with R, and (c) there 
are energy barriers between the loci of minima of the different Fi
bonacci sequences. Thus, it takes a substantial push to have the 
pattern change minima. The delineation of such cases with expla
nations for these nonsmooth changes, which often involve defects, 
is one of the many outstanding challenges for plant scientists. 

This new approach, with which we have been most connected [28, 
29, 30, 31, 35, 36, 37], attempts to build a model for phyllotaxis 
on the bases of the interconnected mechanisms of biochemistry 
and biomechanics. The ideas stem from two sources. The first pro
posed mechanism was pioneered by Paul Green and colleagues 
[13, 12, 8, 41] and was based on the idea that differential growth 
in the plant's tunica could lead to compressive stresses sufficient
ly large to cause buckling in the generative region. The idea was 
then that at certain stress maxima, biochemical reactions triggered 
by stress inhomogeneities and variation in the surface geometry 
would lead to the formation of phylla at these locations. The con
nection between stress and growth in biological tissue is a very 
important and largely still open challenge. The second mechanism 
is based on the work of the laboratories of Kuhlemeier [10, 32, 
33, 39], Meyerowitz [21, 16, 14] and Traas [2] in the early 2000's. 
Reinhardt et al. [32, 33] had already shown that the presence and 
absence of the hormone auxin had a powerful effect on the stimu
lation or inhibition of the formation of primordia. The question 
was: how might variations in auxin concentration occur naturally 
so as to provide sites for new primordia? In equilibrium situations, 
nonuniformities in chemical concentrations are smoothed out by 
diffusion. What the laboratories of Kuhlemeier and Meyerowitz 
showed, however, was that in the vicinity of the SAM, the situ
ation was not an equilibrium one. Excess auxin in one cell rela-
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Figure 14. Above is a schematic of a changing energy landscape. A ball set loose in the energy landscape of panel (a) with local minima 
at A, B, and C, may fall into position C, although the global minimum is at A. The landscape changes (slowly) so that in panel (b) even 
the minimum at B is lower than the minimum at C, but without any external push, the ball stays at minimun C. As the landscape con
tinues to evolve, C finally is the mere ghost of a minimum, and the ball falls to position B (still not a global minimum). In panel (b), a 
new minimum appears at D, and as the landscape continues to evolve, the ball may eventually fall into a succession of minima without 
ever landing in the global minimum. 

tive to its neighbors triggered an action which sent a certain PIN1 
protein from the cell interior to the cell walls where it oriented so 
as to pump auxin with its auxin gradient. This reverse diffusion 
effect, when sufficiently strong, can overcome ordinary diffusion 
and lead to instabilities and a natural quasiperiodic array of auxin 
concentration maxima and minima. This is precisely the ingredient 
one needs for preferential sites for primordium initiation. 

In our work, we took advantage of the fact that the length scale 
(2nlk

0
) of the auxin concentration variation was many cell diam

eters and replaced a cell-by-cell analytical description of auxin 
concentration interactions developed by Jonsson, et al. [21] by a 
continuum model. For example, our SEM images of cacti show 
typical cell widths as 7 pm, whereas a typical distance between 
primordia at initiation is about 100 pm, a factor of about 15 differ
ence. There is considerable advantage in going from a cell-to-cell 
model to a continuous model, as it allows us to make analytical 
progress rather than relying on large-scale simulations. It turns out 
that the resulting partial differential equation for the auxin con
centration fluctuations has a canonical form associated with many 
pattern-forming systems. Near onset, namely near the value of the 
stress parameter which expressed the amount E: by which reverse 
diffusion exceeds ordinary diffusion, the equation takes the form: 

og = (&-(!!:..+ ko)2 )g+ nonlinear terms at 
Further, since it is well known, but not at all well understood, 
that there is a strong coupling between stress and growth in living 
tissue, we included the mechanical stress fields so as to incorpo
rate the ideas of Green et al. The growth strain g(x, t) resulting 
from fluctuations in auxin concentrations affects the stress field 
through the stress-strain relation. We modelled the effect of stress 
on growth by the simple idea that growth is induced when cells are 
under a tensile stress. We added a term proportional to the trace of 
the fluctuation stress tensor (the best measure of "pulling apart") 
to equation ( 1) for g. The coupled equations for the fluctuating sur
face deformation w(x, t) normal to the curved elastic shell which 
constitutes the plant's tunica and for the growth strain g(x, t) have 
very much the same form. For the buckling deformation w(x, t), 

the corresponding E: ( E:m) is the amount by which the compressive 
stress exceeds a critical threshold, and there is also a correspond
ing preferred wavelength 2nlko,m· When the two preferred wave
lengths k

0 
and ko,m are nearly equal and and m are near zero, the 

combination of effects leads to an enhanced instability. We have 
shown that in this case, the positions of the auxin concentration 
maxima, where presumably the phylla are initiated can be very 
different from the surface morphology and lead to spiral-like be
havior of the former and ridge-like behavior of the latter. 

Key messages of our work are that, in certain circumstances, Fi
bonacci-spiral and whorl configurations are also a consequence of 
the solutions of pattern-forming PDEs. Moreover, all of the self
similar properties which are consistent both with observations 
and with the outcomes of discrete dynamical system algorithms 
continue to obtain. The PDEs contain more information and an 
invariant associated with the amplitudes of the modes which are 
dominant at any location. The role of the key parameter of the 
discrete dynamical system, the distance between radial values at 
which primordia are laid down, is taken by the radial distance R 
from the apex of the plant's growth stem at which the pattern is 
formed. As we have said, unlike planar patterns, plant patterns 
form annulus-by-annulus, and the presence of one configuration 
created at a different value of R in the neighboring annulus affects 
the outcome in the pattern-forming annulus. We can model the 
evolving pattern formation as a front through which the unstable 
unpatterned state is invaded by a patterned state whose configu
ration is slowing changing, depending on the current front loca
tion. Equivalently, when we write the dynamics in terms of active 
mode amplitudes, we can model the local formation as an evolving 
minimum of some energy functional which moves continuously 
through some appropriately chosen parameter space. 

The strength of this second approach is that it is based upon actual 
physical and biochemical mechanisms experienced by the plant. 
Indeed, it is very evident in recent work in the Meyerowitz labo
ratory that mechanical stresses are nonuniform in the neighbor
hoods of emerging primordia. Moreover, the parameters in the 
model equations derive from quantities which can be measured. 
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The weakness of this approach is that the analysis uses a decom
position, the amplitude equations, for the fields g and w which is 
better suited to large domains and has to be interpreted as a frontal 
region in the pattern context. 

The Role of Mathematics as a Unifying Perspective 
Mathematics, like a good poem, strips away the superfluous and 
fuses the essentials into a kernel of truth as it reveals the universal 
themes hidden amidst the great complexities of life. For pattern 
descriptions, fields such as the auxin concentration fluctuation or 
the normal deformation of the plant tunica surface, are represented 
by combinations of periodic modes whose shapes are determined 
by analyzing the stability properties of the uniform states. The set 
of all deformations is then split into active and passive sets, the 
amplitudes of the latter being determined by algebraic relations 
with the amplitudes of the former. When one instability mecha
nism dominates the other, the active modes of one field are slaved 
to those of the other, and the two morphologies look similar. The 
active modes can often be represented as combinations of trigo
nometric cosines acos(lr - rna- ~ ), where a is the amplitude of the 
mode, l m are the wave numbers which determine the orientation 
and wavelength ofthe mode, and<!> is a phase constant. The param
eters a, l, and m are known as order parameters, and starting from 
a model's partial differential equations, one can derive algebraic 
equations which they all satisfy. The reason that patterns from 
very different contexts look so similar is that the nature of these 
order-parameter equations depends more on the overall geometric 
symmetries shared by the different systems than on microscopic 
details. The algebraic order parameter equations for systems which 
share symmetries look very much the same. 

The chosen values of the order parameters are those which mini
mize some cost functional. Such analyses give rise to algorithms, 
the outcomes of which are not dissimilar to the outcomes of the 
discrete algorithms based on the teleological explanation ap
proach. We will not comment in depth here, but this coincidence 
would seem to suggest that there is a hitherto undiscovered con
nection between optimal packing algorithms and pattern-forming 
systems. 

To give concrete examples, we look at fields produced by func
tions of the form 

co(x,y) = aFos(lJX +m1y) = a2cos(lzx+m}')+a3cos(lgX+mjY), 

for wave numbers l.,m. , plotted in the (x, y)-plane. If two ampli-
' J tudes aj are zero, so that, say, co (x, y) = a

3 
cos(lgX+mjY), one ob-

serves only ridges, as in Fig. 15(k,l). If, however, all amplitudes 
are positive and equal, a hexagonal pattern is observed Fig. 15 
(a,b). The shape of the hexagons can be changed by either varying 
the wave vectors Fig. 15( a,b) or by making one Fig. 15( c,d) or two 
Fig. 15( e,f) amplitudes smaller. Simulations from this approach 
are given in Fig. 10, Fig. 16 and Fig. 17. 

Open Challenges 
There are many open and exciting questions which are best ad
vanced by collaboration between observational, experimental, and 
theoretical scientists. We close with some questions and tasks for 
those working with or simply enjoying desert plants. 

1. First and foremost is a question of importance for all biologi-

cal tissue. How does elastic stress influence biochemical pathways 
and growth? For our model, this question is crucial for the cou
pling between the patterning due to auxin inhomogeneity and that 
due to elastic stress. Some recent reviews on the role of elastic 
stress in plant tissue include [4, 9, 15, 43]. 

2. What is the range of time scales for the formation of primordia 
in the generative region, and the length scales of the patterns? In 
particular, how do these scales in desert plants compare with other 
plants? The major point here is that models for phyllotactic mecha
nisms must address the range of biological spatio-temporal varia
tion. Given the time for even a small molecule like auxin to diffuse 
across 1 mm or more of the surface of a sunflower inflorescence 
meristem, the establishment of local auxin minima does not seem 
to us to be able to account for the positions of new primordia on 
this. Of course, it may not be the regular diffusion time which is 
relevant. The relevant time is the time for the instability to grow, 
which depends on the difference between the destabilizing reverse 
diffusion and regular diffusion. It is clear that what is needed is 
a much better catalogue of all relevant times and parameters. To 
our knowledge, there is very little data available for desert plants, 
because it is only recently that the relevant time and length scales 
have been identified. In addition, it is clear from studies on Ara
bidopsis that plants are integrating stress fields and auxin gradi
ents into coherent patterns of primordium positioning. How they 
do this and the relative importance of various mechanisms in a 
particular species is influenced by the time scales involved. There
fore, a clear identification of parameters to measure would be very 
valuable. 

It would be useful if we could have direct measurements for desert 
plants to support or contradict the two mechanisms for primordium 
formation. First we might actually find ways to measure what the 
circumferential stress is for such plants in the generative regions 
and how it changes as we move away from this annulus. Second, 
we should be able to determine 1. if auxin plays any role on desert 
plants by repeating the Reinhardt, et al. experiment, and 2. if it is, 
to figure out how to measure the time scale required for any PINI 
protein in cells to feel an auxin gradient and respond by moving to 
the cell wall. This time scale would tell us if the observed primor
dium production rate is consistent with the picture that the reverse 
diffusion of auxin and its subsequent inhomogeneous distribution 
is the means by which primordia are first initiated in desert plants. 

3. Transitions between pattern types on cacti have not been care
fully cataloged or correlated with changes in the SAM, such as an 
increase in the mean radius R of the generative region. We have 
described transitions as occurring because parameters are changed 
enough so that certain minima disappear and the pattern is forced 
to fall into another minimum in the energy landscape. However, 
do random variation in parameters such as R ("noise") allow for 
patterns to jump barriers in the energy landscape independently of 
the disappearance or formation of new minima? 

4. Once the morphological changes which accompany the matura
tion of primorida into phylla begin, the cells that have undergone 
those changes can only be transported by the overall growth of 
the plant. In most cases, that motion will be radially away from 
the center of the SAM. How do we include such behavior in the 
models in a natural way? For Hofmeister, the answer was simple: 
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Figure 16. Cacti as the sums of periodic modes, from simulations of our model in (36). 
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Figure 17. Sunflowers as the sums of periodic modes, simulations from our model [29 ,3 7]. 

he simply states that once a primordium has been laid down, its 
future radial position is never changed. For our pattern-formation 
approach, however, there is no a priori reason that the whole pat
tern behind the front at the generative region should not change. 
What are the natural processes connected with physics and chem
istry that should be included in a model? 

5. In models of epidermal ridge formation, one generally treats the 
epidermis as an elastic sheet undergoing compressive stresses be
cause of the shrinking of the volar pads and the underlying dermis 
[24, 25]. But things can get more complicated, because it is known 
that the Merkel nerve cells connect with the pores along the epider
mal ridges, and this it is not impossible that the underlying dermis 
plays more than a passive role. The same may be true for plants. 
There may be some pre-patterning behavior, or coupling behavior 
between the corpus and the tunica so that the former plays a more 
active role than being a source or sink for plant hormones. 

6. In comparison to other plants, cactus primordia show less 
change in form as they differentiate and mature into phylla. The 
changes that do occur may provide some clues regarding the rela
tionship between the processes involved in the initial primoridum 
formation and the eventual shape that the phylla take on. For ex
ample, look at the cacti in Fig. 18. All of these cacti show a hex
agonal planform near their growth tips, but, away from the north 
pole, a ridge pattern begins to dominate over hexagons. Not having 
microscopic images of the pattern originally formed in the region 
of pattern formation, we cannot say what the full evolution of the 
pattern is after its original formation. Nevertheless, it is clear that 
the amplitude of one mode is increasing with respect to the other 
modes as material moves away from the growth tip. A similar situ
ation is demonstrated by the paper cactus depicted in Fig. 19. Figs. 
19(a,b) show a young paper cactus pad with a rhombus pattern; 
the two directions of largest amplitude are marked in Fig. 19(b ). A 
rhombus pattern is, in our theory, produced by a sum 

co (x, y) = a1 cos(/~+ m ~) + a2 cos(lzX + m~) + a3 cos(/~+ my;) 
+ a4 cos(l.,x + m_;') (3) 

of four periodic modes with amplitudes a
2 
~ a

3 
> a

1 
~ a

4
; the 

spirals marked in Fig. 19(b) correspond to the modes with ampli
tudes a

2
, a

3
• As the pad gets larger, as in Fig. 19(c,d), one notices 

that a third amplitude is getting larger, and, as the pad continues 
to get larger, a hexagonal pattern develops, as in Fig. 19( e,f). In 
terms of amplitudes, what has happened is that the amplitude a4 
has increased, while al has decreased. Mature paper cactus pads 
show a hexagonal configuration, as in Fig. 19(g,h). This change 
from a rhombular to a hexagonal pattern occurs not at the growth 
tip, but after the pattern had moved out away from the growth tip. 
What mechanisms are involved in this change of the pattern? We 
suggest that a slight dominance of the purely radial deformation 
at the plant tip may induce changes in cell division and cellulose 
orientation so that this deformation grows further via feedback 
mechanisms as the patterned plant material differentiates. 

7. Does the relevance of periodic mode summations to plant pat
tern topography extend to areola formation? Fig. 20(a) shows a 
cactus with a hexagonal planform; the three periodic deformations 
that (in our theory) produce it are marked. Notice that the areolas 
follow along the lines that would mark the directions of the fourth 
periodic deformation whose amplification would produce a rhom
bus pattern. In fact, near the very center of the plant the pattern 
is rhombic. The marked hexagonal configuration may then be a 
result of a change in an originally rhombular pattern, with evi
dence of the former presence of a fourth mode left by the areolas 
that formed. To determine the biological differences that lead to 
the differences between these two plants, one needs to know the 
form of the pattern as it develops in the generative region and the 
subsequent changes in the pattern as the plant grows. 

8. What is the geometry of the cactus SAM? The geometry of the 
SAM may potentially be spherical, inverted spherical, or hyper
bolic, as in Fig. 21. We expect this to influence the elastic stresses 
due to growth in the SAM, and therefore the pattern that forms. 
The importance of the geometry of the apex to the possible types 
of phyllotaxis has been noted in aquatic plants (Kelly and Cooke 
[22]). Does the geometry of the SAM account for different ex-
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(a) 

(c) 

Figure 18. These cacti show hexagonal configurations near their north poles, but further from the north pole, the purely radial deforma
tion becomes more dominant. 

(a) (c) (e) (g) 

(b) (d) (f) 

Figure 19. Rhombi (a,b), hexagons (g,h), and states in between (c,d,e,f) are seen on these pads of a paper cactus. 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 20. Diagrams of areole patterns that follow the periodic modes in our theoretical models. 

Figure 21. Possible geometries of a SAM: (a) spherical, (b) inverted spherical, or (c) hyperbolic. 

pressions of whorled phyllotaxes in aquatic plants vs. cacti? In the 
emergent SAM's of aquatic plants, major changes in meristem di
mensions do not affect the persistence of the whorled phyllotaxis, 
but the new whorls develop different numbers of primordia per 
whorl. Dimensional changes in those cacti capable of producing 
whorled phyllotaxes cause the phyllotaxis to switch back and forth 
between spiral and whorled. 
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Introduction 
Islands are traditionally defined as relatively small, isolated ar
eas surrounded by water. In a broader sense they are isolated areas 
surrounded by any dissimilar environment. Sky island, sometimes 
referred to as mountain island, is a name given to freestanding 
inland mountains. Tenets of the theory of island biogeography, 
based upon oceanic island studies by Robert MacArthur and E.O. 
Wilson, also apply to the flora and fauna of sky islands. 

Approximately twenty sky island regions have been identified 
around the world (Warshall 1994). They can be classified ac
cording to origin, in a manner similar to that used for oceanic 
islands. For example, some sky islands were originally part of 
nearby mountain ranges (i.e., continents) but have separated from 
the primary range over time. Some formed initially on the outer 
fringes of major ranges, never having been connected but sharing 
many common elements of origin. Other sky islands were formed 
independently from any large mountain system, erupting or being 
thrust upwards near geologic hot spots, and are typically more re
mote from other ecosystems of similar elevation. 

Biogeography of the Madre an Archipelago 
The Madrean archipelago, to which Arizona sky islands be
long, is classified as a stepping stone chain. It links the Rocky 
Mountains, on its north end, with the Sierra Madres of Mexico 
to the south (Warshall 1994). In central Arizona, the Mogollon 
Rim marks the southernmost edge of the Rocky Mountains and 
Colorado Plateau (Skroch 2008). This region is characterized by 
temperate-zone, ponderosa pine forests. Just over 100 miles into 
Mexico, the Sierra Madre Occidental range is home to subtropi
cal parrots and pine forests, but it tapers down to its northernmost 
extent about 150 miles south southeast of Tucson. 

Shifting from the north-south axis to an east-west focus, another 
important convergence significantly increases biodiversity of the 
Madrean archipelago (Figure 1). This region is situated directly 
between the Sonoran Desert on the west and the Chihuahuan Des
ert on the east (Skroch 2008). Flora unique to the Sonoran Desert 
include its signature saguaro cactus, in addition to mesquite, palo 
verde, acacia, and ironwood trees (all legume trees). The Chihua
huan Desert is at a higher elevation. It includes many different 
shrubs and more grasses but does not typically have trees. Ap
proaching each other near the lowest point in the North American 
continental divide, crossover of species between the two deserts 
does sometimes occur. 

Roughly forty islands make up the sky islands of Arizona (Fig
ure 2), with Mount Graham being the tallest peak (10,712 feet) 
and summit to valley elevation changes ranging from 1 ,250 feet 
to 6,750 feet (Warshalll994). This high number of islands within 

the system is just one of many features that make the Madrean 
archipelago unique from a global perspective. 

Island Biodiversity - Species Richness 
A bimodal precipitation pattern contributes to much greater plant 
diversity in southeast Arizona than would otherwise be expected, 
but several additional factors complement each other to make the 
Madrean archipelago a hotspot for biodiversity in southwest North 
America (Poulos et al. 2007). On one of Arizona's sky islands 
researchers have documented the presence of more than half of all 
bird species known to exist in the United States (Figure 3) (Skroch 
2008). The region's position between and near two "continents" 
(i.e., mountain ranges) provides two sources for ongoing species 
introduction, which raises the equilibrium number of species on 
the islands that one would expect according to the theory of island 
biogeography (Warshall 1994). Being aligned on a north-south 
axis and separated by eight degrees that divide temperate and sub
tropical latitudes, these two sources of species introductions to the 
islands are characterized by quite different climates and contribute 
correspondingly different species. Comparison with the nearby 
Great Basin archipelago highlights the significance of a north
south alignment in source mountain ranges, as we see much less 
biodiversity in that sky island grouping. 

Of all sky island regions recognized in the world, the Madrean 
archipelago is the only one that straddles two different floristic 
realms (Holarctic and Neotropic ), in addition to straddling two 
faunal zones (Neotropic and Nearctic) (Warshall 1994). The in
termingling of flora from different Holarctic and Neotropic com
munities, in a region with overlapping climate zones and complex 
elevational profiles, is the unique combination of environmental 
conditions that provides the principal explanation for unparalleled 
biodiversity in this ecosystem (Poulos et al. 2007). Reflecting the 
occurrence of all these zonal intersections, the Madrean archi
pelago represents a geographic limit for many species. It is the 
northern extent for fourteen plant families, the southern limit for 
seven bird families, and the northern limit for four bird families 
(Warsha111994). In addition, the region is the geographic range 
limit for thirty individual bird species, over thirty-five reptiles, and 
approximately fifteen mammals. No other region in the United 
States supports a greater diversity of mammal species; even Yel
lowstone is home to only half as many (Figure 4) (Skroch 2008). 

Topography 
Topography is a key determinant of plant distribution patterns 
in any situation. Complexity of the topography in sky island 
regions makes its role particularly evident (Poulos et al. 2007). 
In addition to elevation, topographical elements considered here 
include aspect relative to the sun, soil type, and bedrock. These 
physical characteristics exert strong influences on soil moisture, 
temperature, and structural diversity of plant communities. In the 
Madrean archipelago, studies have shown that both high species 
richness and high species turnover are driven, at least in part, by 
steep elevation gradients and irregular topography. 

The array of rock substrates and geologic phenomena that gave 
rise to sky islands in the Madrean archipelago is surprisingly di
verse (Warshall 1994). Continental rifting that occurred roughly 
13 million years ago resulted in very large linear blocks of land 
sinking and rising, creating what we call a basin and range ter
rain. The rifts exposed rock layers from many different geologic 
eras, and we see evidence of those different snapshots in history 
in the various Arizona sky islands. The Chiricahuas are volcanic 
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Figure 1. Converging biogeographic influences on the Madrean sky islands archipelago(© 2012 P. Baynham) 

in origin, whereas the Pinalefios, the Rincons, and the Santa Cata
lina mountains are metamorphic. The Huachucas are primarily 
limestone. Limestone outcroppings are found on virtually all of 
the mountain islands and play a significant role in increasing plant 
diversity where they do occur. 

Biomes 
By far, the most widespread vegetation type in Arizona's sky is
land region is grassland (Webster 200la). It is the equivalent of 
salt water surrounding oceanic islands. Both are barriers to many 
species living on the islands they surround. Mountain islands are 
compact vertical stacks of three or more biomes. In the Madre
an archipelago these typically start at the bottom with evergreen 

shrubs and oaks, rising into an oak-pine woodland, then ponderosa 
pine forests, and, finally, fir forests atop the tallest mountains (Fig
ures 5 and 6). This vertical compression ofbiomes is a key aspect 
of species diversity on sky islands. It not only provides tremen
dous variety in habitats and microclimates for species to evolve 
and through which they may move over time, but it also allows for 
vertical migration in cases where that is part of an animal's normal 
pattern of living. 

Sky island flora in this region of North America is estimated to 
include approximately 4,000 vascular plant species, 233 of which 
are trees (Felger and Johnson 1994). Oak-pine woodland, located 
midway up Madrean sky islands, is the signature biome of this 
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Figure 2. Map ofMadrean archipelago, with elevations above 8,000' depicted in black. Southern tip of Rocky Mountains and north
em extreme of Sierra Madres are shown (Skroch 2008) 

Figure 3, Elegant trogon (left) and flame-colored tanager seen in Madera Canyon of the Santa Rita Mountains(© Stiver May 2, 2008). 
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Figure 4. Wild ocelot recorded near Arizona-New Mexico border in sky island region (©Skroch 2008) 

region. It is where the greatest biodiversity is found (McLaugh
lin 1994). Grasslands also support significant diversity, but pine 
forests (above 2000 m elevation) and low deserts have shown less 
than 25 percent as many species as were found in the oak wood
lands. Refer to Figure 7. Strong correlation is evident between 
elevation range for each sky island and the number of species pres
ent on the island. The Pinalefios, Rincons, and Sierra el Tigres 
have the greatest elevation ranges and also support the highest 
num]?er of species. Topographic extremes and fewer wet canyons 
lower the species count a bit for the Pinalefios, but it is still higher 
than others. Refer to Figure 8. 

Threats to Archipelago's Heritage 
Humans have had significant and rapidly increasing impact on 
the ecology of Arizona's sky island region over the last 100 years. 
In 1854, less than 80,000 people lived along the entire United 
States-Mexico border; today approximately 10 million people live 
in these borderlands (Webster 2001b). Nearly all of the population 
explosion occurred after 1945, and it has taken place on both sides 
of the border. 

Impacts that threaten ongoing health and biodiversity of the 
Madrean archipelago include habitat fragmentation, riparian cor 
ridor deterioration or elimination, introduction of exotic and in
vasive species, overgrazing and trampling by cattle, unnatural fire 
suppression, and intentional killing of top predators (Warshall un-

dated). Both surface water and groundwater sources have been 
heavily altered and are disappearing in many cases. The Central 
Arizona Project has created a corridor for introduction of non-na
tive fish and other organisms. Spruce-fir forests in the Pinalefios 
have been heavily logged, eliminating habitat that is critical for 
survival of the Mount Graham red squirrel. Many invasives, such 
as Eragrostis lehmanniana (Lehmann's love grass) and Pennise
tum ciliare (buffelgrass ), were introduced to support cattle grazing 
but outcompeted native species. Continued housing development 
in the sky islands area and heavy recreational use of the mountains 
themselves are still escalating with no turnaround in sight. Large 
mammals, in particular, (e.g., gray wolves, jaguars, bears) are los
ing the corridors through which they must move to survive. In 
many cases they are still intentionally killed. 

Conclusion 
There are aspects of the sky islands ecosystems in Arizona that 
are permanently lost or changed, but there is still a great deal to be 
saved. More than 150 species living in the region today are listed 
as being species of concern, to varying degrees (Warshall 1994). 
Among the many actions that can and should be taken to restore 
health and prospects for the future of this area as an ongoing bio
diversity hot spot, three are deemed to be critically important: (1) 
restore riparian areas, (2) reintroduce large fauna, and (3) return to 
a "natural" wildfire regime. 
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Figure 6. Biotic community stacking in representative mountains from the Madrean archipelago (Warshall1994) 
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Community type Elev (m) No. of Species 

Corkbark fir forest 2720 15 

Douglas fir-white fir forest 2640 16 

Douglas fir forest 2650 10 

Ponderosa pine-white pine forest 2740 13 

Ponderosa pine forest 2470 8 

Ponderosa pine-silverleaf oak forest 2180 12 

Pine-oak woodland 2040 18 

Pygmy conifer-oak scrub 2040 20 

Open oak woodland 1310 58 

Desert grassland 1220 46 

Spinose suffrutescent desert 1021 41 

Upper Bajada desert 870 33 

Lower Bajada desert 760 6 

Figure 7. Plant community diversity (0.1 ha plots) in the Santa 
Catalina Mountains (Whittaker and Niering 1975) 
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Figure 8. Relationship between number of native species and 
elevation range for 13 local floras from the sky island region. 
Abbreviations are: AC: Aravaipa Canyon, AM: Animas Moun
tains, BA: Buenos Aires National Wildlife Refuge, CH: Chiri
cauhua National Monument, CW: Chiricauhua Wilderness, FB: 
Fort Bowie National Historic Site, HM: Huachuca Mountains, 
MM: Mule Mountains, PM: Pinalefio Mountains, RM: Rincon 
Mountains, SR: Northern Santa Rita Mountains, SC: Sycamore 
Canyon, ST: Sierra el Tigre (McLauglin 1994) 
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